Wordpress (BLOGS) slow

IT Status

UPDATE 1/28/15 9:48AM : The system admins report that Wordpress (blogs.lt.vt.edu) should be functioning normally. If you are still experiencing problems, please try the following steps: 1. Clear/Reset your browser’s cache (link: how to [1]), 2. Close and reopen your browser.

If you are still experiencing an issue after completing the steps above, please submit your issue at http://4help.vt.edu [2]

------

UPDATE 1/28/15 9:00AM : We are still experiencing access issues, as well as users are unable to edit/post to blogs when they are able to log on. We are still working with the provider to resolve the issue.

------

Wordpress blogs at blogs.lt.vt.edu [3] are currently experiencing issues with sluggishness and long load times. We are aware of the issue and working closely with our hosting group Pressable on the problem. Concerns can be forwarded through 4help.vt.edu [4].
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